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Abstract This is a concise survey of the main results and notions of extreme-
value theory, as well as some remarks as to how these results
have found their way into Finance. It is meant to provide a non-
detailed, rough overview. For more detailed information and back-
ground, the interested readers are referred to the prominent text-
book accounts Gumbel (1958); Resnick (1987); Embrechts et al.
(1997); Beirlant et al. (2004); De Haan, Ferreira (2006).

1 Motivation via analogy to the

central limit theorem

Let X be a random variable and suppose for a minute that we
are interested in the “average” behavior of X. To this end, as-
sume we observe independent realizations X1, X2, . . . of X and
we consider the arithmetic average X̄n := (X1 + . . . + Xn)/n.
Under the assumption of a finite first moment of X we known
from the law of large numbers that X̄n converges to a constant
µ, the mean of X. This “trivial” limiting behavior is sometimes
undesired, because one is sometimes rather interested in finer
metrics surrounding the average behavior of X than just a point
estimate. The central limit theorem provides the most commonly
known mathematical wrapping for this. Under the assumption
of existence of the second moment of X, it states that there
is a constant σ > 0, the standard deviation of X, such that√
n (X̄n − µ)/σ converges in distribution to a standard normally

distributed random variable. In generic terms, the typical practi-
cal application of this result is as follows:

(1) Problem: We are in need of a model for a random quantity
X, which we do not know everything about (we do not know
the exact distribution), but we have confidence in point esti-
mates for its mean and standard deviation.

(2) Focus: We are primarily interested in the “average” behavior
of X, do not care too much about the “unusual” outcomes.

(3) Solution: The central limit theorem justifies to use a normal
distribution with parameters µ and σ to model X.

A financial example would be obtained if X is the (log-)return of
some asset. By construction, this logic focuses on the “average”
behavior of X, so it simplifies/ignores the tails in some sense.
This is reflected in the assumptions of the central limit theorem,
since existence of first and second moment is a condition that
prevents very heavy tails. If these assumptions are dropped,
one may still obtain a generalized central limit theorem based
on limiting distributions which involve additional “tail-heavyness”
parameters, the so-called stable laws. In order to better relate
the upcoming statements of extreme-value theory to the central
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limit law, we point out that generalized central limit laws (beyond
the normal law, so beyond existence of moments) postulate the
existence of constants an ∈ R and bn > 0 such that (X̄n −
an)/bn converges in distribution. The resulting limiting law is then
a stable law, which boils down to a normal distribution in case
an = µ and bn = σ/

√
n is a valid choice (which basically means

that second moments exist and tails are light).
On a high level, extreme-value theory provides a logic that is
analogous to the central limit theorem, but focusing on the “rare”
events rather than on the “average”. Precisely, instead of the
behavior of the arithmetic average X̄n, its main theorems inves-
tigate the behavior of the random variable max{X1, . . . , Xn} as
n → ∞. Equivalently but formulated slightly differently, it also
studies for a given high threshold u the behavior of the distribu-
tion of X conditioned to be larger than u, meaning that those
realizations of X1, X2, . . . below u are discarded and only the
limiting distribution of the remaining “extreme” observations is in-
vestigated (so-called peaks-over-threshold method). There exist
analogous limiting distributions, like the normal distribution in the
central limit theorem. In a practical situation that requires a focus
on the behavior of X only in the (rare) cases when X > u one
may thus with an analogous logic directly consider the respective
limiting distributions as models for X.
Both the central limit law and extreme-value theory have multi-
variate counterparts, focusing on d-dimensional random vectors
X = (X1, . . . , Xd) rather than on single random variables1. In
case of the central limit law, the limiting law is a multivariate nor-
mal distribution, which is again determined by first and second
moments (so only correlations enter the scene in addition to the
univariate case). In case of extreme-value theory, in addition
to the one-dimensional limiting laws the dependence between
the components must necessarily be modeled by certain fami-
lies of distributions, called extreme-value copulas. Unfortunately,
the class of extreme-value copulas is not determined by a finite
number of parameters (like in the multivariate normal case) but
instead is infinite-dimensional. But many low-parametric models
have been developed and also many qualitative structural results
on this class of dependence models are known. Finally, it is clear
that since min{X1, . . . , Xn} = −max{−X1, . . . ,−Xn} it is the-
oretically sufficient to focus on maxima, but obtains an equivalent
theory for minima as well.

2 Summary of extreme-value theory We distinguish the univariate case (Subsection 2.1) and the mul-
tivariate case (Subsection 2.2).

2.1 The univariate case Let F be the distribution function of a random variable X, i.e.
F (x) = P(X ≤ x) for x ∈ R. We denote by uF the right end
point of the support of F , which might possibly be infinity. There
are two important theorems in univariate extreme-value theory,
the extremal types theorem and the Pickands-Balkema-de Haan
theorem, which are briefly recalled. To this end, the following
definitions are of importance.

1In fact, people even study the same concepts on more general spaces than
Rd, like function spaces for instance.
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Definition 2.1 (Possible extreme-value distributions)
Let ξ ∈ R be a shape parameter.

(a) The distribution function

Hξ(x) =

exp
{
−
(
1 + ξ x

)− 1
ξ

}
, if ξ 6= 0

exp
{
− e−x

}
, if ξ = 0

,

which has support
x ∈ R , if ξ = 0 (Gumbel type)

x ∈ [−1/ξ,∞) , if ξ > 0 (Fréchet type)

x ∈ (−∞,−1/ξ] , if ξ < 0 (Weibull type)

is called (standard) generalized extreme-value distribution.

(b) The distribution function

Gξ(x) =

{
1− (1 + ξ x)

− 1
ξ , if ξ 6= 0

1− e−x , if ξ = 0
,

which has support
x ∈ [0,∞) , if ξ = 0 (Gumbel type)

x ∈ [0,∞) , if ξ > 0 (Fréchet type)

x ∈ [0,−1/ξ] , if ξ < 0 (Weibull type)

is called (standard) generalized Pareto distribution.

Figure 1 illustrates these distribution functions, making explicit
that the tail-heavyness increases in ξ.
Intuitively, the first important theorem states that if X1, X2, . . .
are independent and identically distributed random variables with
distribution function F , and if there exist normalizing constants
an ∈ R, bn > 0 such that (max{X1, . . . , Xn}−an)/bn converges
in distribution as n → ∞, the limiting distribution is necessarily
a generalized extreme-value distribution. It is called the extremal
types theorem and can be formulated as follows.

Theorem 2.2 (Fisher, Tippett (1928) and Gnedenko (1943))
If there exist constants an ∈ R and bn > 0 such that H(x) :=
limn→∞ F (bn x+an)n exists (pointwise), then necessarilyH(x) =
Hξ

(
(x − µ)/σ

)
for some ξ ∈ R and location parameters µ ∈ R,

σ > 0. Such F is said to be in the domain of attraction of Hξ.

The assumption of the theorem on the existence of an, bn needs
not hold in general, but holds very often. Concretely, the following
can be said regarding a classification of the three different types:

• Gumbel type ξ = 0: This occurs typically if X is light-tailed,
as is the case for many “common” probability distributions like
the normal, the exponential, or the Gamma distribution. An
analytical criterion on F to be in the domain of attraction of
H0 is known, but very complicated to formulate.
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Fig. 1: Visualization of the distribution functions Hξ and Gξ. The
dotted vertical lines indicate the end points of the supports
of the respective distributions (if any).

• Fréchet type ξ > 0: This occurs typically ifX is heavy-tailed.
Concretely, F is in the domain of attraction of Hξ if and only
if uF = ∞ and 1 − F is regularly varying with index −1/ξ,
meaning that 1−F (x) = L(x)x−1/ξ for a function L with the
defining property that limx→∞ L(c x)/L(x) = 1 for arbitrary
c > 0. Such function L is called slowly varying and, intu-
itively, the tails of L are “light”, so that the parameter ξ really
determines the “heavyness” of the tail of F . Nevertheless,
the introduction of L leaves more freedom to the modeler of
some F than directly using the limit Hξ.

• Weibull type ξ < 0: This occurs typically if X is bounded,
like for a uniform distribution on a closed interval. Concretely,
F is in the domain of attraction of Hξ if and only if uF < ∞
and the function x 7→ 1 − F (uF − 1/x) is regularly varying
with index ξ.
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For the second important theorem, we are interested only in the
tail of F , that is in the excess over a (high) threshold u < uF
defined for x ∈ [0, uF − u] by

Fu(x) :=
F (x+ u)− F (u)

1− F (u)
= P(X − u ≤ x |X > u).

Under the same assumptions as in the extremal types theorem,
it states that Fu for large u behaves like a generalized Pareto
distribution with shape parameter ξ.

Theorem 2.3 (Balkema, de Haan (1974) and Pickands (1975))
If F is in the domain of attraction of Hξ, then there exists a (mea-
surable) function σ(u) such that

lim
u→uF

sup
x

∣∣∣Fu(x)−Gξ
( x

σ(u)

)∣∣∣ = 0.

Theorem 2.3 justifies to use the generalized Pareto distribution to
model the tail of a random variable, just like the central limit law
justifies to model the average behavior of a random variable via
the normal distribution. As already mentioned, the case ξ = 0
corresponds to light tails, ξ > 0 corresponds to heavy tails, and
ξ < 0 even to bounded tails.

2.2 The multivariate case Now let X = (X1, . . . , Xd) be a random vector. We denote its
(multivariate) distribution function by F , i.e. F (x) = P(X ≤ x)
with “≤” understood componentwise for vectors, and the distri-
bution function of component Xi is denoted by Fi. The two main
statements Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 as well as the concept of reg-
ular variation have multivariate counterparts.
First, regarding generalizations of Theorem 2.2, we consider in-
dependent copies X(1),X(2), . . . of X. If there exist constants
an,i ∈ R, bn,i > 0 such that the random vector of re-scaled com-
ponentwise maxima(

max{X(1)
1 , . . . , X

(n)
1 } − an,1

bn,1
, . . . ,

max{X(1)
d , . . . , X

(n)
d } − an,d

bn,d

)
converges in distribution to some random vectorY = (Y1, . . . , Yd),
then necessarily

• each component Yi has a generalized extreme-value distri-
bution Hξi (by the univariate theory),

• the distribution function C of the random vector of ranks of
Y , i.e.

(
Hξ1(Y1), . . . ,Hξd(Yd)

)
, is an extreme-value copula,

meaning that it satisfies

C(ut) = C(u)t, t > 0, u ∈ [0, 1].

There exist many extreme-value copulas, i.e. possible depen-
dence structures between the components of Y . The following
structural result provides a feeling for how many there are.

Theorem 2.4 (De Haan, Resnick (1977), Pickands (1981))
An extreme-value copula C can be written as

C(u) = exp
{
− ‖− log(u)‖Q

}
, u ∈ [0, 1],
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where ‖.‖Q denotes a norm on Rd, defined by

‖x‖Q := dE
[

max{|x1|Q1, . . . , |xd|Qd}
]
,

with Q = (Q1, . . . , Qd) a random vector with non-negative com-
ponents satisfying Q1 + . . . + Qd = 1 and E[Qi] = 1/d for all
components i. There is a one-to-one relationship between such
Q and extreme-value copulas C.

“Typical” norms applied in other branches of mathematics arise
as special cases of the family of norms ‖.‖Q in Theorem 2.4. For
instance, by far the most popular extreme-value copulas in ap-
plications rely on the `p-norm ‖x‖Q := (|x1|p + . . . + |xd|p)1/p,
respectively generalizations thereof. The standard `p-norm is in-
deed obtained for a specific choice of Q and is called Gumbel
copula, but hierarchical versions thereof are also popular in or-
der to account for asymmetries. Furthermore, there exists quite
some literature that is dedicated to designing specific families
of extreme-value copulas, investigating the relationships with the
involved norms, the simulation of random vectors Y with given
extreme-value copula, and to the estimation of an extreme-value
copula based on observed data.2

The following list contains some qualitative properties that every
extreme-value copula has, and which can be quantified in various
ways (mentioned only in non-mathematical, intuitive terms here):

• The components of Y exhibit non-negative association. For
instance, a correlation coefficient between Yi and Yj cannot
be negative.

• There is a low probability that all components of Y are jointly
small. Intuitively, this is because the limiting model Y focuses
on componentwise maxima, thus provides no model flexibility
away from the maxima. Like the multivariate normal distribu-
tion provides no flexibility to model heavy tails.

• There is a high probability that all components of Y are jointly
large. Different specifications of C essentially control how
high this probability is, and specifies the finer metrics of such
joint occurrences between subgroups of the components.

Second, in analogy to the univariate Fréchet case, the notion of
multivariate regular variation is a model for random vectors with
heavy tails. On first glimpse it may appear reasonable to re-
place the single parameter ξ in the univariate case by a vector
ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξd) of heavyness indices for all components, like
this is done in the extreme-value copula approach above. How-
ever, in some financial applications one is specifically interested
in studying the behavior of a weighted sum of risks and it is well

2In my personal perception, huge parts of this research are inspired more by
the interesting mathematics involved than by the need for these methods
in concrete applications. On the one hand, this is probably due to the fact
that there exist many cross-relationships with different mathematical con-
cepts like infinite divisibility and random measures, as well as harmonic
analysis and norms. On the other hand, this might be due to the fact that
this is an active field of research far from being completely understood, so
researchers still investigate structural properties.
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known that the heaviest tail dominates the weighted sum. Thus,
one typically focuses on equally heavy tails for all individual risks
in order to make a finer comparison or allocation investigation
meaningful at all. Concretely, a random vector Y = (Y1, . . . , Yd)
is said to be (multivariate) regularly varying with index −1/ξ > 0
if

P
(
‖Y ‖ > xu,

Y

‖Y ‖
∈ dq

∣∣∣ ‖Y ‖ > u
)
−→ x

− 1
ξ ρ(dq), (1)

as u → ∞, where this limit is meant to be in some meaningful
sense of measure convergence, and the limiting measure ρ is de-
fined on Borel sets of the unit ‖.‖-sphere for some given norm ‖.‖
on Rd (whose choice plays no particular role). The measure ρ is
called spectral measure. In words (1) means that conditioned on
the fact that the norm of Y is larger than some (large) u, the mea-
sure ρ determines the angle of Y while the excess overshoot of
the norm ‖Y ‖ across the threshold u has regularly varying decay
with index −1/ξ. In analogy to the univariate Fréchet case, such
regularly varying random vectors are well-justified and very flexi-
ble models for random vectors whose components exhibit heavy
tails. The shape parameter ξ models the tail-heavyness of the
components, and the measure ρ intuitively plays the analogous
role as does the extreme-value copula C of Theorem 2.4 in the
aforementioned first multivariate approach. In fact, the probabil-
ity measure of the vector Q associated with C in Theorem 2.4 is
a measure on the `1-simplex, i.e. on the unit sphere with respect
to the `1-norm, hence quite a similar object as ρ. In general, if
one defines Y according to the first approach via standardized
Fréchet marginals (i.e. ξi = ξ > 0 for all i = 1, . . . , d) and an
arbitrary extreme-value copula, then one obtains a random vec-
tor that is regularly varying with index 1/ξ.3 However, there are
also other regularly varying random vectors, since the concept or
multivariate regular variation is in analogy to the univariate case
more general than just “working with the limit”. Thus, despite that
this concept focuses on the Fréchet case ξ > 0 it is somehow
more general on the dependence level than the extreme-value
copula approach. A nice, elementary introduction to multivariate
regular variation, including a list of references, can be found in
Mikosch (2005).

3 How are these theoretical results

applied in Finance?

The following are typical applications of such models in Finance:

• Estimation of the Value-at-Risk associated with some as-
set: Based on a time series of log returns X1, X2, . . . asso-
ciated with some asset, one seeks to estimate an α-quantile
for low α, say α = 1% or 5%. Intuitively, this corresponds
to estimating a (low) return level z such that the percentage
1−α of all historically observed returns are above z. Convert-
ing such a value z into a cash amount, this number is usually
called the Value-at-Risk and is used as a regulatory risk mea-
sure. Technically, there are several well-developed estimation
techniques for this task, essentially making use of Theorems
2.2 and 2.3. For instance, according to Theorem 2.2 it is jus-
tified to assume that −max{X1, . . . , Xk} approximately has

3We recall this logic for the mathematically interested reader in the Appendix.
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a distribution function of the type x 7→ Hξ

(
(x−a)/b

)
with un-

known a, ξ ∈ R and b > 0. Notice that a, b result from the fact
that the normalizing constants in Theorem 2.2 are unknown.
The most common technique is the block maxima method. It
consists of partitioning the sample −X1, . . . ,−Xn of obser-
vations into k < n blocks, in each of the k blocks computing
the minimal observation, and thus forming a new set of k ob-
servations that are interpreted as realizations of a random
variable with distribution function x 7→ Hξ

(
(x − a)/b

)
. Then

standard parameter estimation techniques (method of mo-
ments or likelihood methods) are used to estimate the three
parameters, and a quantile is computed from the resulting
estimates. An alternative method is the peaks-over-threshold
method, relying on Theorem 2.3. It basically relies on dis-
carding observations smaller than a given threshold and fit-
ting a generalized Pareto distribution to the remaining obser-
vations. Optimal choices of the threshold and further techni-
cal issues are not further discussed in this brief survey, see
Brodin, Klüppelberg (2014) for more details and references.

Intuitively, the difficulty in this kind of application is that one
wishes to estimate a quantity that is potentially so far out in
the tail that one has only very few (or even none) observa-
tions. Somehow, one thus has to “extrapolate” in a reason-
able way, how bad it can become based on the observations.
Extreme-value theory provides a justifiable way to accomplish
that, and may thus be considered the best one can do in this
regard.

• Qualitative investigations on the aggregation of risk mea-
sures: Since the financial crisis 2008, traditional risk mea-
surement approaches are criticized sharply. One of the main
points of criticism is that common methods of aggregating
risk measures for single positions to a portfolio risk measure-
ment ignore heavy tails. From a mathematical point of view,
this relies precisely on the fact that such approaches rely on
the multivariate normal distribution (correlations), and thus
somehow by construction ignore heavy tails. The methods
of extreme-value theory provide a well-justified mathematical
wrapping to demonstrate (theoretically) how false such tra-
ditional aggregation methods can be, and the (high-ranked)
academic literature is packed with such examples. For in-
stance, it is well-known that the tail of a portfolio of risks is
heavy already if at least one single constituent is heavy-tailed.
Speaking figuratively, having to mix a drink from several un-
labeled bottles, knowing that exactly one of them contains
deadly poison, it is certainly not the best idea to mix in a little
bit of every bottle! This simple observation stands in glaring
contrast to the diversification benefit paradigm that is implicit
in the multivariate normal distribution approaches, such as
Markowitz for instance. Such investigations stay mainly aca-
demic, pointing the finger at bad practice. However, since the
multivariate extreme-value theory is rather complex, concrete
practical improvements, relying on such tools, are not very
popular to the best of my knowledge. There still seems to be a
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gap between academia and practice. The reason is that find-
ing a reasonable trade-off between practicability and realism
is rather difficult. To provide some examples nevertheless,
Stărică (1999); Hauksson et al. (2001) use it to empirically
analyze tails of high-frequency foreign exchange data, and
Mainik, Rüschendorf (2010) have applied the setting of reg-
ularly varying random vectors Y in (1) to minimize portfolio
risk.

• Heavy-tailed models in general: In several financial appli-
cations that traditionally rely on the multivariate normal dis-
tribution people have changed to alternative distributions with
heavier tails, sometimes taken from multivariate extreme-value
theory. This means that the methods of extreme-value theory
are used for reasons that deviate from its original narrow fo-
cus of “estimating tail event probabilities”. For instance, cer-
tain low-parametric extreme-value copulas have been applied
as substitute for the Gaussian copula (of a multivariate nor-
mal distribution) when pricing CDOs or modeling multivariate
log-returns. Such approaches introduce heavy tails into the
distributions under consideration, which is their main moti-
vation. However, it is important to be aware that such ap-
plications only use some desirable aspects of extreme-value
models, but in situations which are not the classical extreme-
value applications. For instance, when modeling a vector of
log-returns of several assets with an extreme-value copula
one typically does not interpret this vector as the realization of
componentwise maxima of independent realizations of some
other vector. Instead, one only defines “some” model with the
distinctive property that certain cataclysmic events have non-
negligible probabilities. This can be a totally justifiable reason
for choosing this model, but this justification then needs to be
done case-by-case.

Appendix For the mathematically interested reader we explain that a ran-
dom vector Y whose marginals are of the form Hξ for some pos-
itive ξ and whose copula is an extreme-value copula is multivari-
ate regularly varying, and explain how the spectral measure ρ
is related to the probability measure of Q in Theorem 2.4. The
presented logic originates from the seminal reference De Haan,
Resnick (1977). Fix ξ > 0 and letQ be a random vector such as
in Theorem 2.4, and denote by ‖.‖Q the associated norm, and
by C the associated extreme-value copula. Let Y be a random
vector with distribution function defined by

F (y) := P(Y ≤ y) = C
(
e−y

−1/ξ
1 , . . . , e−y

−1/ξ
d

)
= e
−‖y−1/ξ‖

Q .

Notice that P(Yi ≤ yi) = Hξ

(
(yi − 1)/ξ

)
, so each component Yi

is modeled by a standardized Fréchet distribution with heavyness
parameter ξ. As a first technical step, we notice that there exists
a random vector R taking values in the standard unit simplex,
unique in law, such that

E[max
k
{Qk xk}] = µξ E[max

k
{R1/ξ

k xk}], µξ := E[‖Q‖ξ],
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holds for arbitrary x ≥ 0. Notice that R1/ξ takes values in the
standard `ξ-simplex. The uniqueness of suchRmay for instance
be deduced from (Ressel, 2012, Theorem 4(ii)), and clearly

P(R ∈ A) = E
[
1{ Qξ

‖Q‖ξ
ξ

∈A
} ‖Q‖ξ

µξ

]
.

Further, we observe that∥∥∥y−1/ξ∥∥∥
Q

= dE[max
k
{Qk y

−1/ξ
k }] = dµξ E[max

k
{R1/ξ

k y
−1/ξ
k }]

= dµξ E[min
k
{yk/Rk}−1/ξ] = dE

[ ∫ ∞
mink{yk/qk}

ξ r
− 1
ξ
−1

dr
]

= dµξ

∫ ∫ ∞
mink{yk/qk}

1

ξ
r
− 1
ξ
−1

dr P(R ∈ dq). (2)

Now we define a (Radon) measure νξ on [0,∞]\{0} as follows:

νξ
(
B(r,A)

)
:= dµξ r

−1/ξ P(R ∈ A),

where r > 0 and A is a subset of the standard unit simplex, and

B(r,A) := {z : ‖z‖1 > r, z/ ‖z‖1 ∈ A}.

By construction, we have

νξ
(
B(s,A)

)
= dµξ s

−1/ξ P(R ∈ A)

= dµξ

∫ ∞
s

1

ξ
r
− 1
ξ
−1

dr P(R ∈ A),

or, formulated differently, under the polar coordinate transforma-
tion T : x 7→ (‖x‖1 ,x/ ‖x‖1) we have

νξ ◦ T−1(dr, dq) = dµξ
1

ξ
r
− 1
ξ
−1

dr P(R ∈ dq).

Summarizing, since

T
(
[0,y]c

)
=
{

(r, q) : r > min
k
{yk/qk}

}
,

we observe from (2) that∥∥∥y−1/ξ∥∥∥
Q

= νξ ◦ T−1
(
T
(
[0,y]c

))
= νξ

(
[0,y]c

)
.

We observe that F (nξ y)n = F (y) holds for arbitrary n ∈ N.
This property is called max-stability and is precisely what char-
acterizes limiting extreme-value distributions. Using the fact that
limt↘0(1 − exp{−t x})/t = x for arbitrary x ≥ 0 in (∗) and
nξ [0,y]c = [0, nξ y]c in the second equality below

lim
n→∞

nP
(
Y ∈ nξ [0,y]c

)
= lim

n→∞
n
(
1− F (nξ y)

)
(∗)
= − log

(
F (y)

)
= νξ

(
[0,y]c

)
. (3)

We obtain from this for (almost) arbitrary Borel sets A the limit
limn→∞ nP(Y ∈ nξ A) = νξ(A). In particular, making use of
nξ B(s,A) = B(nξ s,A) we observe

lim
n→∞

nP
(
‖Y ‖1 > nξ s,

Y

‖Y ‖1
∈ A

)
= lim

n→∞
nP
(
Y ∈ B(nξ s,A)

)
= νξ

(
B(s,A)

)
= dµξ s

−1/ξ P(R ∈ A).
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Setting s = 1 and A = Sd equal to the standard unit simplex, we
obtain with limit rules

lim
n→∞

P
(
‖Y ‖1 > nξ s, Y

‖Y ‖1
∈ Sd

)
P
(
‖Y ‖1 > nξ, Y

‖Y ‖1
∈ Sd

) = s−1/ξ.

And now combining these two limits, we actually obtain (1) with
threshold substitution u = nξ and spectral measure given by
ρ(dq) = dµξ P(R ∈ dq).
The precisely identical logic with an arbitrary random vector Ỹ
that lies in the domain of attraction ofY (which equals an extreme-
value limit) also leads to a multivariate regularly varying model
with identical spectral measure. This generalization relies on the
possibility to generalize the limiting relationship (3).
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